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Abstra-ct.

Assessing the relationship-between public-opinion and public

policy is a central queition in public opinion research. Unfortunately,
0

because most of the opinion data we collect is rooted in an "attitude

research" approach, these data are equently irrelevantito assessing

. an opinion-policy relationship. To be politically relevant: survey

data must: (1) indicate the intellig;bility of public responses not
4

just the reliability and validity.of the responses; (2) require

respondents to set priorities and make trade-offs across policies; (3)

depict what costs would be tolerated for a given policy and (4)

distinguish degrees of policy acceptabilliy. In addition, the data

must be aggregated else the message conveyed to leaders will be highly

idtosyncratic. Survey teChniques not rooied in attitude research

(e.g., budget pies) are,onlY partfilly successful in providing

politically relevant policy preference.data. In 'light of.tt;ese

problems either we must expend considerable effort re-tooling our

instruments or the focus of our analysis must be changed.

.
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Isthe gOvernment enacting po icies desired by the people?
;

This iian impoitant,and frequently asked question. For ;,hose

viewing demOcracy as popular control of public Policy, this

opinion-policy relationship is the fundamental quesetion. It is

also relevant for scholars concerned with government

accountanility. Likewise, analysts Investigating

representational relationships such as those between citizen and

legislator must also assess the degree of opinion-policy

agreemenrE. Even practicing politicians mmst come to grips with

#

this consistency issue in deciding what policy stands to take to

.

eahance their chances of reelection. Though the opinion-policy

wrelationship has drac n the explicit attention of only a limited

number of scholars t(e.g., Devine, 1970; Monroe, 1979; W'eissberg,

1976), it is clearly one of the most basic issues in public

opinion research.

Scholars concerned with this,opinion-policy relationship have

had to resolve two major problems. The first; and' most basic, is
,dt

the theoretical connection between mass opinion and government

policy. Typical here are discussions involving the

differentiation of the public (elites, "issue publics" etc.), the

possible flow6 of influence between leaders and citizens, and the

role of intervening organizations and knstitutions in this

linkage. !Ale second problem,that has to,be"addressed is the

measuremerit of public opinion. Of the two problems, this appears

to be the easier to solve. Ascertaining what the public wants is

X
treated largely as a technical problem--the perceived obstacles

concee% sucti things as sampling, question wording, scale
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construction, and the proper statistical techniques to be

employed. It is assumed that we know what is to be measured so

energy should be therefore directed to largely technical questions

of how opirhon is to be ascertained.

This paper will argue that the durrently.popular ethod of

measuring public opinion is largely inappropriate for collecting

data on the-relationship between popular preferences and public

policy. Existing methods of collecting opinion data are generally

incapable of telling us what the public really wants regardless of

response rate, size of sampling error, or care exerclzed in

question wording. Put bluntly, our contention is that we are

looking fot the wrong kind of information when we ask respondent

questions like "Do you think *the government should spend more (or

less) money on military defense?". At best, current,polling

techniques yield crude approximations of the public policy desired

by citizens. What is needed is a fundamental re7focusing of our

opinion measurement efforts, not a technical periection of the

existing approach.

Our discussion of ascertaining what the public wants from

government will be divided into two parts. First, we shall critically

exaMine the existing approach to ascertaining public opinion. Among

other things, we shall show that displaying public thinking otrik,an issue

is not identical to showing whab.the public wants from government on

that issue. Second, some alternative approaches to ascertaining

public issue preferences will be considered. This will entail

eat suggestions on botkwhat is to be measured and how this might be 'one

it using conventioni5çaiple 'surveys.
4
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The Conventional Approach to Measuring Public Opinion

When most researchers set out to ascertain what citizens want from

their government they use an approach that has its theoretical and

methodological roots in what might be called "attitude research." (See

Chisman, 1976, Chs 2-3 for a further analy'sis of "attitude research.")

This "aCtitude research" approach is not the same thing as "survey

re'search" though to political scientiscs the two are almost

inseparable. "Attitude research" represents an integrated view of what

people think, how this thinking can be measured and how millions of

separate thoughts can be combined into collective portraits of Aeltc

thinking." "Attitude research" is a viewpbint, not a collie
4P-4,

measures and techniques. Like the official religion in a successfu4

theocracy, this attitude research approach to public opinion is so

deeply ingrained that most adherents are oblivious to even the idea

of an alternative.

This attitude paradigm contains several elements that are

important for our analysis:

1. Citizens possess--br,can readily possess--numerous genuine

attitudes on a wide variety of political topics, issues; or proposals.

The capacity cf citizens to hold a large number of "real" attitdes

follows directly from the operational definitions of attitudes and

their proper measurement. That is; citizen thinking cannot be directly

observed orfmeasured. But, responses generated by an external stimulus

(i.e., a queition) can be recorded. The character of the underlying

mental state generating the response has nothing to do with the validity

or reliability of ,the response. All that mattergs for the creation of

valid and reliable attitude data is that the overt responsg)
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systematically corresponds to some (unmeasured, undefinedI*Inderlying

mental phenomenon. Given ample opportunity to improve one's questions

and a willingness of people to react, a researcher can readily show

that Citizens possess valid,
reliable attitudes on almost every subject,

imaginable. Attitudes are "real" because, they'yield measurements t%at

are valid and reliable. It is inconceivable from the perspective of

A.

the attitudq measurement paradigm that citizens have nothing of any

importance to say. As far as each citizen is concerned: "I think,

therefore, I have political attitudes."
4k,

2. ,
Attitudes are properly measured one at a time. To determine

iAat a person thought, a researcher would ask numerous questions each

dealing with a single issue topic. Of course, the responses may be

grouped into elaborate structures and configurations, but such

interrelationships occur after the single attitude has been measured.

Typically, a respondent is asked questions like "Do you favor increased

defense spending?" or "Should more aid be given to the poor?" Only

rarely are attitudes about two or more topics examined simultaneously.

("Contamination" is a serious sin in the attitude measurement

approach.)

3. Attitudes are viewed as being arrayed along some dimension and

the purpose of a measurement is to determine the particular point on

the continuum that best reflects a person's thinking. The dimension

can be in terms of agreement level with a statement--Defense spending,

should,be increased--Strongly agree, Agree, No Opinion, etc. It

could be in terms of one alternatiVe'in an array--Defense spending

should be cut, not changed, increased? Perhaps even a seven-point

scale. In any case, however, measurement is directed to finding the

7



one position that best reflects what a person feels or wants given a

series of choices on some dimension. Discrepancies between a person's

precise,position ang what the measuring instrument yields exist, of

course, but these discrepancies are viewed either as measurement eriors

or a price to be' paid for simplifying highly complex issues.

4. The primary purpose of attitude measurement research is to

describe in a comprehensive fashion public opinion dt the individual

level. This involves both the accurate sampling of the general

population and the asking of as many questions.as possible. Good

polling can be likened to taking a series of de,tailed snapshots of a

group withwnobody left out. Answers to, say,,,100 questions gives a

better plcture than, say, responses to 10 questions.

From the perspective of an opinion pollster these four

assumptions--people do have real, readily measurable opinions, each

attitude is to be Measured singly, measurement is directed to'

uncovering a person's most preferred positionP and .the more

questions the better ths picture of public opinionare self-evident.

If, however, we were to put ourselves in the position of a pUblic

official loOking to the public for guidance, a study incorporating

these assumptions would usually yield troUblesome or even ilfrerevant

results. It is not that these assumptiofis lead to meaningless data;

rather, the resultant information is often.inappropriate or

incomplete:

Consider the question of what constitutes a valid, reliable

attitude. It id quite likely that much valid, reliable opinion poll

data are invalid with respect to government action. For example. a

citizen may desire a policy that is impossible to implement (e.g.,

8
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eliminate all pollution). br, the preference maY be hopelessly vague
0

or ambiguous (e.g., leaders should represent the people not the

"special interests"). Even a seemingly valid preference may be

(/
irrelevant if it is based on incorrect premises (e.g., reduce taxes for

poor people by increasing the size of the standard deduction). A

valid, reliable citizen preference (from the perspective of the

attitude 'measurement paradigm) can also be politically hopeless even if

.it was doable in principle and based on correct fiactual premises (e.g.,

reduce the threat of nuclear war by Institut

t

ng UN supervised world

disarmament). In short, valid, reliable citizen attitudes need not

make any.political sense.

The practice of treating attitudes as separate entities to be

meas d one at a time is also at odds with the types of clipices

confronted public officials. To public officials, the pOl'Aiit,of
,

one policy is inevitably linked to the parsuit of other policies.

While two issue domains may be conceptually distinct, they may be

ihtimately intertwined in terms'of their accomplishment. The conflict

between lower consumer prices and Protecting U.S. industry from cheap

imports is an obvious illustration. Moreover, poficies that are not

inherently contradictory may in fact be mutually exclusive given

political bargaining and coalition building. For example, a very'

liberal legislator might be able to marshall a majority for one or two

1
liberal proposals, but it is very unlikely that vote trading could be

successful for several very liberal proposals. Thus, while the usual'

public opinion polls #llow citizens that luxury of not having to worry

about contradictions, tradeoffs, and bargaining, public officials do

have these worries in their decisions.

.9
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Regarding the third assumption of the attitude measurement

paradigm--measurement is supposed to.locate an individual's single most

prefe ired position on some dimension--this too s Lorelevant to the
A

types of choices faced by public officials. Rarely, for all sorts of,

fairly obvious reasons, do individual officials and governments in

general exPect to gain their most prefehd'alternative a significant
A

portion of the titre. An official viewing his or her options is likely

to think in terms of best possible outcome, minimally satisfactory

outcome or even least objectionable outcome. While a respendent in a

typical mass survey essentially makes black or white choices, public

officials usually operate in a world of numerous shades of gray.

Moreo'ver, while the goal in the attitude measurement approach is to

create uni-dimenional scales, issues faced by public officials are

frequently multi,-dimensional. Indeed, by habit and inclination most

professional politicians readily se& more than one issue in what

publicly is merely a single issue.

Finally, while reponses on a wide range of issues from's

representative'sample may be the final objective from the attitude

measurement perspective, such information hardly begins to inform a

decision-maker concerned with public opinion. Given the time

consuming mare of changing policies, Elie likely long term

persistence of opinions is an important (an& rarely ascertained) pie
-

of information.. Obviously, just how one reacts to a public demand for

increased defense spending can greatly dePend on the perceived

fickleness of this.demand (and 'standard measures of question

reflability hardly tap such long term endurance). In addition,

typical survey items rarely provide'the level of detail on just what
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the publn wants or how it is to be accbmplished. For example, a

typical survey question showing public support for greater government

assistance for the poor can be interpreted to mean a call for almost

any type of action--eliminating all assitance programs so as to

encourage greater self-rellance to guaranteed incomes of $50,000 per

year all "help the poor." Clearly, then, a public offiCial glven the

results of a typidal poll covering even 100 public issues is provided

little (if any) intelligent guidance in giviAg people what they want

on any one issue.

What should opinion polls measure?

Our argument thus far is that the zommon public opinion poll Is

rooted in an attitu4e measurement approach and this approach readily

leads to the colleCtion of data that are largely irrelevant to the
4

political prpcess. As a result, in most situationg survey data do not

(1) proviae.realistic messages tb leaders regarding,what the public

wants and (2) permit a judgment on whether public preferences and

0

government action are.in agreement: What we shall suggesthere are

some of the things that should be ascertained by surveys if such data

are to be politically relevant. Some of the problems in obtaining

relevant data will also be considered. As we shall see, determining

what the public "really wants from governmeW is far more difficult

and complex than assessing public attitudes towards hundred of

political objectives.

Asceq.aining Intellaable Opinion

Perhaps Che first objective in a poll designed to determine what

the public wants is to have.some wax of deciding When the public has



nothing relevant or intelligent to say. Recall that the'attitude

measurement approach can almost always generate reliable and valid'

responses on near* any political topic imaginable (for an analysis of

whAt people are willing to offer, interviewers, see Bishop'et. al,

1580 and Schuman and Presser, 1981, 611.-5). Yet, the idea of the mass

public being. able to participate intelligently,in the debate aver any

government poli

Oublic "speaks"

is clearly nonsense. At present, detecting that Che

a

bberish on an issue is difficult. Contradictory

response patterns, low rates'oi passing informational or interest.

filter questions,' and high "Don't snow!' response rates are only little
:"`

morC than rough Apprw5imations.

Suppose analysis did start with the question "Does the public have

d
anything intelligent to say?" rather that "What does.the public say'?"

how does one proceed? If we begin with the assumption thai tlie purpose

the poll is to measure What currently exists, an elaborate series of

filter questidns would seem the appropriate mechani6ms for separating

sensible from nonsensical opinion. Such que'Stions would sort people

out on the basis of such characteristics as i4ormation level, capacity'

to analyze policy consequentes, understanding the relevant litpits on

decisionmakers and the like, gx, if one began with the assurtvtion

that most citizens could offer sensible opinions if given a chanc.e,

-each survey question would be accompanied by a crash educational course

on the lopic. This might iriclUde a review of pertinent facts,

arguments offered bY experts, and 'estimations of possible 4censequences

of a given :policy.

Though both strategies would eld "better" mass opinion, such

iniprovements have their-costs. Excpçfor the simplist issuea, the use

12 .
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..

pf a rigoious set of.hurdles"to separate sensible ftom-unsensible'
.

.opinion would probably eliminate most respondents. "Pub14:c opiki.qn,'t

4., t ,

using this appçoach mightconSist o teopthfon of a guarter'-pr:letis".' -

, .

. .

.

of ,the Cotal adult populayon.'.-Providng a craSh coufse .on,,an issue

. 04,

. ' . - ,
, ...

would surely increase the nOmber.of people ,with intellyble,opinions,'

'

..
., . .

...

bui this etucationalservice would place heavy,burd-ens-dn liat'h,'
. ,

interviewers and polling organizations. The prec'ise conCent 'bfauch,
, . .... . .'

instant educatioricould also be a troublesome issue since' reasboa6le -

,

. ,
.

'people can differ over such things\ag-, the possible impa4 or

,its real cost or. itsleasobility. Being balancad'acid olijeCtive,would

not ix easy.

Require,respondentsmake.trade=offs and.set.yriorities. A.

second objective, in creating,a politically felevant measure of pUblic

Opinion is to forge reapondents to,decide on trade-offs and'order

priorities. As we suggested in our'discussion of the afitude,

measurement approach, respondents in surveys, unlike public official.,

can usually make choices as if everjrthing could be done at once.

Obviously, if mass preferences and government decisions are to be

compared, similar sets of constrainis must apply tto both. Respondents

must, for example, decide whether government efforts to reduce

unemployment will come before efforts to reduce inflation and at

what levels will these priorities be changed.

In some ways the introduction of priority and trade=off decisions

with surveys isquite simple. Questions like "Which is the most

pressing national problem?" or "What should come first-safe cars or

cheap cars?" are easy to ask. Yet, as was true in-ascertainin$ a mores

intellagable public opinion, several problems remain to be resolved.
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One such problem concerns the capacity of citizens too,select
#
priorities

or make trade-offs involving important policies given virtually no

,attention in current political debates. For example, the federal

government's financial and regulatory involvement in education is a

significant policy that is almost unconsciously accepted by citizens.

Few people have given serious attention Co what might happen if this

involvement were sharply curtailed. Indeed, even e7erts would be \)

hard pressed to predict the consequences of a majorpoliey change. How

then do we ask citizens about giving up,the benefits of federal money

in exchadge for-g-reater local control? Can people even begin to

comprehend'the meaning of such' a shift? Siminr difficulties can

4aGi1y emerge when asking atizens about alkering th e. method of

selecting public officials, Major changes in methods of taxation or
1

revamping the principles upon which U.S. foreign policy is based.

Low salience but very important policies are especially difficult

to handle when respondents are givens relatively unstructured

4

opportunities to set government -priorities. It is hard to imagine

people telling government to stick.with its od-going, non-publicized

well-established functions rather than re-allocate resourdes into more

topical, better publi4ized areas'. 'For examPle, in the 1970s few

citizens would have placed, say, maintaining a stable finandial syptem

ahead of reducing pollution on'their agenda of policy-prioiities. Yet,

it seems probable that most citizens would "really" prefer a stable

financial'sYstem over cl-eaner air if they were somehow foreed_to.

iaagine the consequences of, say, numerous bank failures, a r4tiirn to

unregulated bank note currency and so on. Letting citizens set

,priprities via surveys can easily produce a government soley concerned

1.4



with a steady stream of new well-publicized but relatively small

problems. Major i3olicies now taken for granted would be to be

ignored.

Establish cos to be tolerted. Public officials know full

well that. there is no free lunch in enacting program. New policies

must be paid for not only in money, but in negative outcomes in other

areas, as well. New four lane expressway means higher taxes, the

confiscation of private property, a greater likelihood of noise and air

pollution, pOgsible dapage to wildlife areas, and perhaps the weakening

of established neighborhoods. Such costs, while apparent to officials

wha must make decisions, are rarely presented to respondents on

surveys. Respondents can typically seledt40 policies as if tThey were

free, a procedure that can easily create the impression that thd

public is clampiOring for all sorts of new programs.

As was true in asking ci,tizens to make trade-Offs and order their

priorities, a solution to this problem seems relatively simple and

straight-forward. One could imagine questions such as "Should the

avernment spend $2_billion to imptove our highwaysf" or "Would you be

willing tio have your taxes increased 20 dollars a year to get better

highways?" Or open-ended, less structured questions could allow

respondents to_put their own'acceptable price tags on policies. , These

types of questions, however, only appear to yield ralistic information

of what citizens are willing to pay for certain policids,

One obvious problem concerns asking people to deal with huge

nu bers well-bdyond their comprehension. Even experienced members of

Co gress acknowledge the di,fficulty of understanding a billion dollars,

let 'alone budgetary items that run into the tens of billions.

15
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Simplification érforts typidally, als.o yield choices well eq,ond the

grasp of most people (for example, should the Navy build iwo new stiper

,

aircraft carriers or should we have ten new fully equipped hospitals),.

Pertiaps the only way around this pçoblem is to tran,slate all monetary
-4

people--$1.98, $20, etc.coSts fnto Sums that make sense
.

A second,and somewhat, relatdd, problem concerns gettipg survey

respondents to distinguish between an acceptable total cost for a

given policy versus otp acceptable margihal cost. Consider the

following'Ewo questions: '"Would you be willing to dave $10 of Your tax .

pdtey go'to Led hungry'school chilldren?" and "W ld /ou be willing to

pay $10 more..in taxes in order to feed hungry hool children?" The

,first questicn assumes a fixed amount of tax payment a.nd calls for

illocation within that amount. Endorsemepts of worthy endeavors such

as helping the needy are easy to make given that the tax money must be

given to the government anyway. In the second case, however, the

respondent is being asked to add an additional $10 to his or her tax

Virden., .Forced with an even larger tax bill, enthusiasm for helping

the needy,may quickly cool.

Problems become more severe when we move away from purely monetary

costs'. While policy-makers are likely to recognize the non-monétary

costs of a given policy, such costs are commonly unknown to typical

citizens). For, example, hOw many people are likely totthink through the

full cosIts of using more U.S. mined coal rather than imported oil?

Moreover, even if such costs are spelled out by the interviewer, they

may be difficult to comprehend (e.g., the Costs of respitory ailments.'

created by burning coal near cities). And, needless to say, reasonable
0,

people--int.erviewer and interviewee alike--can disagree over the costs

,S

16
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). of policies.. As a rsult, support for proposed policies may rest on .

quite different estimates of what these actions are going to cost. How

does a public official respond to a call for action if such a call, in

the official's estimation, is based .upon unrealistically low cost

estimates? What if this call is b:ased on the mistaken belief on the

part of each citizen that they personally can escape the costs of a

policy while reaping the benefits?

Distinguish,Among Degrees of policy Acceptability.. The pltipate

4
goal of the existing "attitude" approach to public opinion measurement

is to ascertain,ehe respondent most pteferred positions on an issue.

To be sure, problems Of question design and time limits on interviewrs

prevent complete success, but the goal remains that o4 determinin8;what

a person wants most. As previously noted, one's "most preferred

"position" is only part of a digcussion of political alternatives among

public officials. Equally relevant to officials are preferences that

can be given names such.as "reasonably acceptable," "barely acceptable".

"equally good and bad" "unacceptable" or "catastrophic." Since public

officials frequently muet work for less than optimal outcomes, it js

only fair that ordinary citizens consider choices in terms of ranges of

*acceptability.

Several possible solutions exist. Respondents can simply be asked

to sort policy choices into categories such as "most preferred" or

"unacceptable under any condition." Or, the technique of paired

comparison can be.employed to uncover a hierarchy,of preferences (all

possible pairs of alternatives would be judged two at a time in terms

of "accept" or "reject"). A.related methodology is the Q sort (boEh

paired comparison andthe Q sort are described in Kerlinger 1973,

17
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506-7, Ch. 3'4) A more complex solution is to ask respondents

how they might react if a particiular poli!cy was put on the

public agenda. Responses could range from "riot" or "immigrate" tc

"send financial support to advocate." Degrees of acceptability might

even be put into purely mo'net ry terms--how much of your disposable

income would you be ling to spend to enact (or block) a particular

policy?
I.

Though in principle distinguishing among degrees of policy

\
acceptability is not difficult, in practice several problems must be

resulved. One such problem concerns whether people can make real

distinctions among numerous non-optimal alternatives. Especially

where an issue 'has.not been carefully considered, diverse alternatives

can easily he lunTed together so attempts by thd res4ondent to separate

one sub-optimal,prelference from another will be unsuccessful ("They're

all had!"). In addition, a 'person's categoriation of options into,

say "preferred," "acceptable" or opposod, may vary according to

judgments on what is politically possible. Consider the prefer4pces of

a'very anti-black public official snd a member of the Ku Klux Klan.

The former, understanding what is possible, may view the option "make

affirmative action purely voluntary" as an "acceptable" race relations

policy. The Klansman; however, lacking an understanding of what could

be done sees anything less than enforced re-segregation as

unacceptable. Both may in fact share he identical preferences.

Finally, as.several psychologists have noted (see, for example,

Sherif and Hovland, 1961), judgments re arding 'acceptability of a

particular position can greatly be affected by character ofgthe optiOns

presented (the so called "assimilation-contrast effect").

18
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Consider, for instance, a range of alternatives from 10 Airith 3

being 1 person's mos't preferred choice. Given a choice among, say, 1,

2, 3, 4,, 5, I and 5 may be labeled as "unacceptable." But if the

options 9 and 10 were added, options 1 and 5 may "move" towards.-

acceptability. In other words, an unacceptable option can suddenly

look a lot better when considered in the context of a truly awful

alternative. Generating valid responses i5 further complicated by the

likely absenee o agreement among researchers reg4rding which

partiOular policy alteinatives should be included-Jincluding several

, extreme options could easily make almost any presently discussed policy

"accept4ble" to most respOndents.

Create a consensus on what the public.yants. Thus far we have
_

considered what types of information had to be gathered from

individuals. ,A useful and politically relevant technique must also'

aggregate this Ladividual level data into some overall consensus.

Unless this 'were done, public opinioccwould be sooidiosynciatic that

satisfying it would be impossible. Consider the problems faced by a

public official who is told that while there ks mueili intel/igible,
T. %

. ., . .

,

e,

do-able opinion, enormous differences exist over priorities,

...-

0
trade-offs, what ifeople are willing to pay and what options are deemed

. to be acceptable outcomes. In this situation, no ceia of action

could please:g rdajority. Reaching a judgement regarding policy-opinion
4

congis'tency would be nearly impossible. -The public must speak and

A
speak well, but the messages must also add up to a clear preference.

Among decision-makers the problem of creating a consensus is

usually solved by "politiking"--pressures, arguments, side-payments,

threats of force, manipulation, and the like. Recent congressional
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actions on President Reagan's proposatl budget well illustrates how

enormous differences of pinion can be aggregated. Individual

citizens offering thei opinions independently of each other, do not

face these pressures, h wever. Their responsibility is to say what

they want from governme not provide what they believe to be a

consensus acceptable to themselves and numerous other citizens wheNthey

have never met.

Obviously, it is the responsibility of the researcher to create a

consensus out of all the diversity. Using the common attitude

measurement approach this consensus is acheived quite easily.

ReiN Spondents can be offered dichotomous choices or responses from Several

questions are combined into scales and Scale position can be collapsed

to yield an apparent consensus. Indeed, recent years has seen an

at '
explosion'of sophisticated stati.tical, techniques desigyo reduce

large data structures to more manageable proportions (e.g., factor

17
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analysis, sma1P-spade analysis, etc.). t

. .

i Once we moye aqay from this simple 0011ecticin of attitude data,,
4..

.

....
_.

tiowevox, the means to create t. his consensus are less clear. How might

you ':combine" the responses of the following two individualk:

Individual A favors spending an additionar$10 billion on national

defense, sees this as the nation's first priority, is willing to accept

some specified level of inflation and deficit spending as a

consequence and would accept a $5 billion increase as minimally

acceptable. Individual B likewise favors $10 billion more for defense

but only lit (1) spending for social services is also increased by $10

billion, (2) these increases are funded by increased taxes on large
'r

ci

incomes, and (3) the money is spent disproportionately in areas of

4

,.
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high black unemployment. Moreover, individuals B is willing to accept

a zero increase as political.ly acceptable. Compared to,summing

- responses across scale,items, aggregation here is like adding apples

and oranges.

18

Efforts to acheive_politicallx_relevant preference measures

Almost all the polling presently Conducted is based on what we

have called the "attitude research" approach. That is, respondents are

given statements or questions about a particular(iisue and they pick

one of several possible alternative options. This response, so long

as it is judged.reliable and valid in terms of an unobserved

orientation, is considered a datum indicating what people want from

government. Our contention has been that this approach typically'

yields data irrelevant to assessing a public opinionpublic policy

relationship. Weshall now briefly review some noIrrtpd tional
0

approadhes to survey research that may offer help.in creating

politically relevant meastire's of public opinion.

One survey technique that holds some promise for generating

politically relevant data is the so called "budget pie" technique.

Several researchers have experimented with this techaique and in some

instances the techniques offers respondents a much more politically

realistic set of circumstances than the typical poll question.

Basically, a respondent is given a finite set of resources (graphically

portrayed as a pie) and asked totllocate this fixed pie among

tke.,

differvt programs. The respondent is this forced to limit demands and

(implicitly) make tradeoffs. For example, McIver and Ostrom (1976Y in

their 1972 survey of the St. Louis metropolitan area present a "pie"

marked 0 through 100% and ask respondents to allocate
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police
(

expenditures or their lurisdiction among patrolling; detective work and

admidistration. Similarly, May (1982) using telephone intervieWs of

Walhut Creek, California residents has them allocate a fixed budget

across five city supplied services (e.g., police,, streets, reJeation,

e t c . ) .

. .

A more complex version of this budget pie te,diniquetis offered by

Beardsley, li,ov.nacWand Reynolds (1974). Io one version respondents

are given a game bdard with 1 5 slots: each representing a, governemnt

-program (e.g., national defense, public ectucation). Along with a brief

description of each slot, exsting government expenditure levels are

, indicated. RespoAdents are given 100 chips, each representing a penny

of an average tax dollar and are asked to allocate theseschips among

the expenditure categories. In a.second version respondents are given

7

the option of adding or substracting 50 chips thus 'increasing (or

k 4

decreasing) both overall expenditures And tax bills. Beardsley et..

al.. also describe a study by Hoinville (1971) that deals with

priorties and trade-offs in selecting'housing. Here respondents could

a
allocate finite resources among amenities such as a qtatE neighborhood,

safety or travel time to work. To fihsure that resources would not be

allocated solely to the most atteactive amenities, minimal resource

allocations were also required.

Though this "cut A budget pie" has some tear advantages over the

more traditional "Do you want more (or less) money spent on X?" it is

not without some problems. First, it is questionable whether the

technique can hanlii-p-large number of fairly specific issue coices.

When dealing with somethirig comparatively simple, e.g., factors in

buying a house as in the Hpinville Study described above, allocating

,

1
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esources abong 15 or so areas can pretty well exhaust the universe of

pplicy choices. apwever, when setting priorities and making

trade:offs on national issues, th.ere al-e hundreds' if not thousands of

6,
0

pol4cy areas to consider. Perhaps the oniy realistic alternative is

to have esponde ts make choices within a general issue'domain,
..........._

Instead of the general categories used by researcher like Beardsley

)

et. al.--national defense vs. health vs. housing and community

development--choices may,be made within a category (i.e.., more missiles

0
vs. a, larger.standing army). Needl4g to say, while more realistic and

.

r-----/----Ne

yielding more precise information, this strategy sidesteps crucial

choices iCross different policy domains (e.g. guns y6. butter). .

A related problem concerns the capacity of many citiz'ens,

especially those of limited education, to make:yen the most. eleMentary

\
resourCe.allocations. McIver and Ostrom report,_for example, that

only about half of the respondents in low SES neighborhoods could

successfully complete a budget pie involving a mere three budget ms

0

(p. 91). Evidence on the difficulty of their type of task also comes

from a study conducted by Aldrich et. al. (1982). Here respondents

were explicitly asked to choose between inflatibn and unemployment. A

large number were either unable or unwilling to make this difficult

choice. In short, attempts to respondents by requiring

explicit trade-loffs may nonrandom4 exclude large numbdrs of citizens

from the public in public opinion surveys.

Finally, the budget pie exercise appear to be a time consuming and

relatively difficult to administer instrument. This mas even true for

the very simple Version employed by McIver and Ostrom. A more

sophisticated version such as the game used by Beardsley et._al.
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would probably require one or two hours to set up and administer.

Given.the limited range of issue areas that can be covered by this

technique at any one time, these administratkve problems are not'

trivial.

A second non-traditional apptoach to opinion measurement holding

some promThe for generating more politically relevant data are

measures that allow respondents Co select 'ranges of responses. Perhaps

the most developed of\these is the one Ited by Sherif (see, for

example, Sherif, Shefif and Nebergall, 1965-). rn this approach an

attitude ig defined in terms of a person's stands.on some dbject,

issue, person, iroups, o institutions. Stands are further

categorized in terms of one of acceptance, indifference, and
4

rejection. 'pile inclusion o ranges in this conception of attitude

mears that people who, say, hare a prefered position on an issue may

nev rtheless disagree on wh t are unacceptable alternatives.

The operational implementations of this measurement approach is

fairly straight fd'rward. For a given issue a range of statementie

going frem one extreme to the other are prepared. On the

issue. for example, there may be a dozen statements ranging from "No

restrictions whatsoever" to "Not permitted under any circumstances."

N. No assumptions are made regarding the intervals betWeen each

statement. Repontents are instructed to read through all the

,statements and then sort them into the "accept,"'"reject" and

"indifferent" categories.

A somewhat simplier approach to measuring preferences in terms

of ranges is offered by Aldrich et. al. (1982). BasicklY,

respondents were presented with the familiar CPS seven point scale
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but respondents were allowed to select a Tange of41.8.44sthey accepted

(indifference vs. rejection was not considered). Overall, abour.

half the respondents Made use of a range of poiny at least once

on questions dealing with relations with RUssia and government aid
.

, to minorities.
,

,r
As with the cut a budget pie approach, (the gad)) in relevant

.poli,tical data is not cost free. The teTnique.dexeldped by She0if

-

in piTicular had several drawbacks.in. termS of the typical public

opinion poll. Like the budget pie technique, this technique may bd

beyond the capacity of poorly edueated citizens. _We say "may"
.

because Elie technique seems to have been used eXclusively among

eollege popUlael.ons or members of organizations. It woilld not. be

surprising to find that many people have difficulty in Sorting a

dozen or so statements on a single topic. Both techniques are also

more time consuming and difficult to Administer. Recall that a

respondent must read several sdatements first and then given ample

time to make change.

-, ,

Perhaps fihe biggest drawb.ack is the problem of aggregating

these type.of data. Aldrich et. al., "solve" ihia problem y

consideTinvonly the "accept" portion pf the scale, giving position

numerical values not substantive labels, :and using mean scores in

statistical calculat-ion (i.e.; 2-3 becomes 2.5). While permitiing

quick aggregation, such a solution detracts from the porpose of
,

i

-allowing people to select more than are alternaiVe. \Sherif et.

al. and others using-this appraoch simply show frequency
1

distribution for each issue position. This is perfectly fine for

showing hiow the public feels on an issue, but a more compelx anlaysis

1

25
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... is awkward with this wealth of percentage data.,

These, then, are some of the techniques that may bring Us a few

steps closer to obtaining politically relevant data on what the

public wants from government. It should be clear that we remain a long

way from having satisfactory measures.. For researcherS interested-

in porsuing better, more relevant m4asures of public preferences,

two Areas in particular require future attention. First, as we have

already indicated, while techniques such as budget pies or range

type scales maybe a step in the right direction, they are not withouT

their limitations. Considerable tinkering remains to be done.

Whether these drawbacks can be resolved is very much an open

question. It is entirely possible that some problems,

comprehensibility to poorly educated respondents, are beyond

realistic solutions.

Second, efforts must be made to measure certain,aspects of public

thinking usually ignored by the dominant "attituderesearch"

approach. For example, little work has been done to define the

limitsucif public capacity to deal with certain types of issues.

Research on attitudes vs. bonattitudes, attitude stability or

attitude structure does not address the question of whether citizen

can grasp the complexities and consequences to the policy choices faced

by officials. This research is crucial if we are to avbid asking

citizens for preferences on topics they cannot grasp. 4e also know

little about what costs (monetary and nonmonetary) people are

willing to pay for policies. It is entirely possible that citizen

preferences depend greatly on perceived costs and-that making people

aware of these costs ca substantially alter policY demands.

(1,,,

-5R"
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Conclusions and Saculatio

What aur arW.ysis has ariued is that there is a significant

gap between the information derived frem standard opinion polls and

the type of data required to make accurate assessments of the

palicy-opinion relationship. A question like: "Should the

government spend.more (or less) on nation'al defense?" yields'

little--if any--Ndication of what people want. This is true even

if responses meet all the standard validity and reliability

criteria. A politically relevant measure.would show. (1) whether

people grasp what they are saying; (2) will respondents be willing

to make the trade-offs and priority re-orderings that accompany

i

their preferences; (3) wgether people will pay the necesaary cesLs;

and (4) what people are willing to.accept as satsifactoryoutcomes.

Unless this (and other \ additional information is known, we can

find ourselves in a situation where public officials are held

acauntable for meeting a public demand that is impossible to meet

or is meetable in so many.different ways that our avsessment of

consistency is meaningless.

We are not claiming that existing opinion data tells us

nothing about popular preferences. Especially where a situation is :

?

fairly clear-cut, the cohventional poll question can yield some

relevant information. For example, a long history of surveys

swing overwhelming public opposition to mandatory school busing

to achieve racial integration does convey swim real information to

public officials. But, once we Move towards issuds such as choices

among economic policies, changes in government social services

policy, tax reform, the present of foreign policy objectives and

27
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the like, the inforniation conveyed by traditional polls is of very ,

limited value.

The inadequacy of existint measures can lead the researcher to

several lines of inquiry. If one.as4mes that politically

-

relevant measures are,both possible and desirable, the next step is

to,develop these measures. Rather than continue our methodological

debates over such problems ai question wording, use of DK

alternatives, acquiescence response set, question-order effects,

' form of question administration and So on, we could re-focus our

energies on such problems as how do we get ordinary citizen to

understand the multitude of costs associated with a given policy

option. In effect our methodological efforts would be directed at

determining "what do citizens really want from'government" not

"what do citizens think politically" (the focus,of "iittitude

research"). 111,

A second line of inquiry begins by assuming that the
-

methodology necessary to reveal politically relevant mass preferences

cannot be developed. This belief may derive from a lack of confidence

in survey research technology or a very uncharitable view of ehe quality

of citizen political thought. If this\is so, how dbes a researcher

deal with concepts such as accountability or government

responsiveness? Are these notions to be abandoned? Are they Ao be

-

limited to a few issue areas where poll data can be meaningful? Or, AM

the other hand, do we substitute election and referendum data for

1

opinion poll data?
/

A third line of inquiry might be described as analyzing the

politics of had data; Let us assume that pollsters realize that the,

/
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usual messages conveyed by-poll results are highly flawed. This

presentation is not necessarily a conscious fraud--pollsters honestly

believe that they are performing a useful public' service with the best

available techniques. If the data are known to be flawed, howrter, the

*
question now becomes: Why does this endeavor.continue with little or

no effort to get more relevant data? What motivates pollsters to ask

repeatedly questions about increasing or decreasing government programs

when it is reasonably certain that many people do not understand the

program and show little appreciation of the program's costs and

benefits? Are pollsters simple-minded? Are they guilty of

exaggerating the wisdom of public thinking? More interesting is the

possihlity that such attentign to public opinion, even if. poorly

directi, serves to reassure peOple that the public's opinion is being

given serious attention despite government actions to the contrary.

-In conclusion, 'assessing the relationship between whatk people want

amd government policy requires considerablp re-thinking. Until now

researchers have been content to make-do with data poorly sulted to

4lling us what citizeas really waated. Existing techniques only

appear# to yield politically relevant data. Once an analyst be.gins

asking questions about what the data really show about what peoplb

want, the need for drastic thanges in data collection-become obvious.

Such changes do not involve the perfecting of existing techniques. Our

contention is that public-opinion researchers have for years operated

with Ale inappropriate view of mass political thinking. The goals

should mat be to measura political attitudes. The goal should be to
4.

measure political preferences-in a way that makes them relevant to.the

decisions faced-by.public officials. Only then can we make valid

assertions regarding the responsiveness of government to its citizens.,,:,,
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